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MBDA DEUTSCHLAND SUCCESSFULLY DEPLOYS LASER EFFECTOR
AGAINST A MINI DRONE
In May 2015, MBDA Deutschland deployed a laser effector to acquire, track, and
defeat a free-flying mini drone, the first time such technology has been used to this
effect. The mini drone was destroyed within seconds of the start of the test which was
carried out at MBDA Deutschland’s testing area in Schrobenhausen. The drone in
question manoeuvred in the target area at a range of about 500m with the test
proving the laser effector's capability to combat realistic targets with precision, speed
and safety.
Commercial mini drones represent a new type of threat that is nearly impossible to
counter with conventional effectors. In 2013 a mini drone crashed at a distance of
only two meters from German Chancellor Angela Merkel and other dignitaries during
an election campaign event being held in Dresden, Germany. In France alone, more
than 60 overflights by such craft over strategically significant locations have been
reported since October 2014. Highly precise and scalable laser weapon systems
could protect major events and critical infrastructures and close a current capability
gap.
At the heart of MBDA Deutschland's technological approach is a multi-stage, highly
precise tracking procedure and laser effector that bundles numerous laser sources
into a single laser beam using the principle of geometric coupling. These processes
make it possible to combat small, highly agile targets reliably with a single laser
effector.
MBDA Deutschland has proven the functionality of its laser effectors in a range of
tests. As far back as 2012, MBDA Deutschland demonstrated the full operational
sequence, from target acquisition to target engagement, at distances of up to 2.5 km
against a dummy mortar.
In its system studies, MBDA Deutschland is examining laser-armament options for
waterborne platforms and ground-based mobile laser effector concepts with high
power sources, 360-degree coverage and open system architecture for close and
intermediate-range protection against micro UAVs and RAM (rocket and mortar)
targets.
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Note to editors :
MBDA Deutschland is a leader in the development and production of air defence and
guided missile systems for the German Army, Navy and Air Force. The company is
also a technology leader in the field of high-energy laser effectors. It draws on
expertise and experience acquired over more than 40 years of industrial research
and development in this field.
Part of the MBDA Group in Europe, MBDA Deutschland employs around 1,300
people at its sites in Schrobenhausen, Ulm and Aschau am Inn.
The headquarters of MBDA Deutschland in Schrobenhausen, with its testing area,
offer the ideal conditions for developing and testing laser technology.
With a significant presence in five European countries and within the USA, in 2014
MBDA achieved a turnover of 2.4 billion euros with an order book of 12.6 billion
euros. With more than 90 armed forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world
leader in missiles and missile systems.
MBDA is the only group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile
systems that correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of
the three armed forces (land, sea and air). In total, the group offers a range of 45
missile systems and countermeasures products already in operational service and
more than 15 others currently in development.
MBDA is jointly held by AIRBUS Group (37.5%), BAE SYSTEMS (37.5%), and
FINMECCANICA (25%).
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